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FarmFriend Share

A food share community that supports 
healthy eating practices, grain-free 
dieters and organic family farms.



Problem Statement & Hypothesis

Urban parents and individuals can’t easily find inexpensive, 
quality grain-free (grass fed and grass finished) meat for 
themselves and their families.

We believe that by creating a way for people to connect with 
other people in their area who have similar dietary restrictions or 
preferences will provide incentive to eat better, follow their diet 
more closely and support family farms in the process. 

We will know this to be true when dietary groups become active 
and there are forty food share orders from farms.



User Research



Target Audience

The goal of FarmFriend Share is to provide buying options for 
people who are selective about their food and meat products.  
Our target audience may follow a more restrictive diet and seek 
like-minded individuals or they may be interested in buying farm 
products in bulk to provide their family with healthier and less 
expensive options than urban grocery stores offer.



User Interviews
I conducted four user interviews of people in my target audience. 
The goals of the research were to discover:

● Whether people were interested in buying meat products in bulk as 
part of a group share 

● How people with specific dietary concerns were finding meat 
produce that fit their health requirements.  

● What problems were encountered when buying meat produce for 
their families

● How often and how much meat would they consume during a 
typical week.



Key Takeaways + User Goals

Key Takeaways

● People don’t trust labels on meat 
products and want to buy more 
carefully without extensive research 

● People have limited storage for meat 
produce in urban areas

● People want to find like minded people 
who are willing to buy in bulk and 
reduce costs for organic produce

● Friends can become a powerful 
support group to keep your diet on 
track.

User Goals

● Get Fresher organic produce/meat 
● Pay less for quality meat produce
● Find  grain-free grass-finished beef or 

pastured pork and lamb.
● Buy from farms/stores that avoid 

GMOs and unhealthy growth practices
● Support family farms (CSAs)
● Raise awareness of agricultural 

demands and care



Chelsie

Goals & Needs

● Must provide a family of four  with 
nutritious meals that are primarily Paleo

● Find food produce that meets her dietary 
restrictions

● Find a support group for her diet
● Cook in bulk to stay on food budget
● Find quality grain-free meat products

Pain Points

● Must stick to diet for health reasons
● Must primarily cook her own food
● Can’t find low cost grass fed and grass 

finished beef products
● Must plan meals ahead of time 

because she is busy working.
● Struggles to stay within food budget 

when buying whole unprocessed 
foods.

I’m interested in buying better quality meat but I don’t 
want to travel all the way to the farm to pick it up.

Age: 41

Occupation: Writer/Blogger

Income: $32,000

Residence: San Francisco

Education: College Grad

Other Info: Married with two children



Competitive Analysis

Munchery

A meal provider that addresses a need for 
readily prepared food that is organic and 
meets various dietary specifications. They 
deliver and take orders online and provide 
the ability to schedule a meal in advance. 
They do not offer bulk items instead offer 
chef prepared meals that change daily. 
They offer an alternative to restaurant 
delivery for the busy adult.

Yelp Eat24

Yelp Eat24 is an app for ordering food for 
delivery from nearby restaurants. Filters by 
ethnic food choices and ratings. An indirect 
competitor with a strong foundation of 
community networking and peer reviews. 

Establishes trust through community

Marin Sun Farms

An organic farm and  supplier of grass fed, 
free range animals to bay area residents.. 
Offers co op membership options from 
their website. Engages the visitor to their 
site and encourages  involvment and 
education of sustainable farming practices. 
Networks with other specialized organic 
farms and ranchers.
Provides limited whole animal shares



User Flow, IA, Features



Paper Prototype View Prototype

https://projects.invisionapp.com/share/FH5K1YZ9X#/screens
https://projects.invisionapp.com/share/FH5K1YZ9X#/screens


User Flow



Site Map



Features for MVP

Find user location to connect with groups

Locate nearby dietary groups, find local farms, 
locate animal share pickup spots.

Notifications/Alerts

See the latest animal shares posted, get 
notified when a share is full, ready to order or 
ship and process payment. Receive news and 
messages from group members.

Profile Form to set Profile Preferences 

Allows the user to specify their dietary 
preferences and location so the app can best 
match them to other members with similar 
needs. Personalization that builds trust.

Search for Dietary Specific Information

This allows the user to find dietary groups in their 
area for animal shares or just dietary support. 
Allows the user to find food-shares of a specific 
animal type.



High Fidelity Prototype



Final Hi-fidelity Prototype View Prototype

https://invis.io/T55UY0OG2
https://invis.io/T55UY0OG2


Next Steps

● Decide on a better name for app
○ MeatUp
○ GrowsGreen

○ PaleoPal

● Expand Farm information and connection to the 
farm offerings. Improve connection between 
farm and user/group.

● Add content to selector to educate about 
specific animal parts such as health benefits and 
lean/fat content.

● Flesh out the steps for creating and posting the 
animal share as the coordinator.

● Build out group chats and messaging with group 
members to build trust and camaraderie within 
group communities.



Appendix



Competitive Research



Detailed Personas



Storyboard



User Flow Sketch



Feature Prioritization



Usability Test Rd01: Paper Prototype

I tested the paper prototype with two people and discovered areas of content and 
potential screens that needed to be added.

Key Takeaways

● Users liked the animal selector tool concept
● User journey seemed simple enough
● Questions came up regarding differences between groups and animal shares.
● Some confusion about what paleo, grain free, or autoimmune means.



Wireframe Sketches



Annotated Wireframes



Usability Test Rd02: Hi-fi Prototype

I tested the user flow  with four people and asked each of them to complete a similar 
task. The task was to join a dietary group and make a reservation of beef within that 
group’s food share.

Action Items

● Make sub navigation appear more interactive/touchable
● Make changes to reservation page and intro home page to be more like a 

“home base” screen - see Etsy/Facebook
● Add a Delivery Screen and Share with Friend screen
● Add a notifications screen-
● Add text to sub nav for clarity

View Prototype

https://invis.io/4H5SSXJBM
https://invis.io/4H5SSXJBM


Usability Test Rd03: Hi-fi Prototype

I tested the app and user journey with three more people. Here I asked the user 
testers to find a group that matched their profile and reserve a beef portion of a 
share. 

Action Items

● Improve onboarding to add credit card information
● Explain in more detail what  a share is in onboarding.
● Improve dashboard for home screen and reorganize for better information hierarchy.
● Improve selection tool to better reflect the portions available to order within a share.



There are privacy concerns with sharing a profile and matching a 
user to a group. Complications may occur with shipping issues 
and there is considerable responsibility put on the coordinator of 
an animal share. 

Constraints


